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Abstract
In this work we test and improve an algorithm proposed in previous studies to generate synthetic series of
plausible solar years (PSY). The method provides 100 synthetic years of coupled global horizontal
irradiance (GHI) and direct normal solar irradiance (DNI) in 1 min resolution. The algorithm uses 10–20
years of hourly coupled GHI + DNI datasets that can be retrieved for most of the locations of the world
from satellite estimates. The algorithm is evaluated at �ve locations with different type of climate
according to the Koppen-Geiger classi�cation and at different temporal scales: annual, monthly, daily and
1-minute resolution. In all cases, synthetic PSYs series cover a wider range of scenarios than the
observed series but maintaining their distribution. Results suggest that the synthetically generated PSYs
are capable to reproduce the natural variability of the solar resource at any location facilitating the
stochastic simulation of solar harnessing systems.

1 Introduction
As recognized by different authors and institutions (Abreu et al., 2018; Peruchena et al., 2018; Renné,
2016) the main source of uncertainty in large solar energy projects is the available solar resource. Ideally,
the long-term assessment of the solar resource should be based on high quality time series of measured
data recorded during a long period, at least 10 consecutive years. Because such time series were very
seldom available, different methodologies have been developed to characterize the solar resource with
the lowest possible uncertainty, being the elaboration of time series obtained through combination of
solar radiation estimation from satellite images and local measurements for site adaptation (adjustment)
the most successful one (Sengupta et al., 2018).

Currently, the conventional approach to energy yield assessment of solar energy projects relies on the use
of plant models one of whose main inputs is the solar resource. The solar resource is usually
characterized by a typical meteorological year or TMY, a time series of hourly or sub-hourly values of
solar radiation and other meteorological variables elaborated from different sources and following
different statistical procedures (Hall et al., 1978; Nielsen, et al. 2017), intended to represent the average
solar resource expected during the project lifetime, but the climatic characteristics of a given location are
not completely represented by average values. Indeed, the characterization of the solar resource requires
a detailed study of its frequency distribution and variability at different time scales (Engeland et al.,
2017).

The yield estimates based on TMYs can be complemented using other time series (PoE95, PoE90, etc.)
(Nielsen et al.,2016) representing extreme, unfavorable meteorological conditions, i.e., years with an
unusually low solar resource, for �nancial risk assessment. However, this approach has inherent
limitations (Pavón et al., 2016; Ramírez et al., 2017). The elaboration of these complementary series
requires strong assumptions regarding the statistical distribution of yearly values of solar radiation, since
they must be elaborated from relatively short time series of observed data where the probability of
occurrence of extreme years is low or very low. A PoE90 time series represents a year whose annual solar
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radiation is lower than 90% of the years, but in most cases, it must be constructed from observed (from
ground measurements or satellite images) data covering not more than 10 to 20 years.

To overcome the limitations of the conventional approaches, some authors (Ho et al., 2011; Nielsen et al.,
2017) have suggested a stochastic approach to the energy yield assessment of solar energy projects
based on the use of plausible meteorological years (PMYs) or plausible solar years (PSYs). A PMY is
de�ned as a synthetic annual time series of hourly or sub-hourly values of meteorological variables
elaborated following statistical procedures, intended to preserve the observed highfrequency variability of
the solar resource in a speci�c location (Fernández-Peruchena et al., 2015). A PSY is a simpli�ed PMY
containing only solar radiation data (usually GHI and DNI). The synthetic generation of PSYs requires a
long-term series of lowresolution (≥ 15 min) observed data, usually obtained from 10 to 25 years of
satellite images, and at least one or two years of high-resolution solar radiation data (≤ 1 min). The
statistical distribution of daily, monthly and yearly values of solar radiation is inferred from the long-term
series, while the highfrequency variability is characterized by the observed variability of the highresolution
series, assuming that the highfrequency variability in the future is adequately characterized by the
observed variability. As a result, the annual synthetic series describe can describe a wide range of solar
resource scenarios, including extreme ones that have never been observed, all of them compatible with
the observed highfrequency meteorological variability of the location. PMYs generation allows the
stochastic simulation of a solar harnessing system considering the uncertainty and variability inherent of
the solar resource ( Larrañeta et al., 2021)

In this paper, we present and evaluate an algorithm based on the method used by Larrañeta et al., (2019)
for the synthetic generation of high-resolution plausible solar years. The algorithm is suitable for any
location where satellite derived datasets are available. The synthetic generation process has been
automatized and an open tool has been recently developed (Larrañeta et al., 2021). The methodology
does not need any local adaptation or calibration, although better results are obtained when using good
quality high-frequency data measured on site. We present and update of the method proposed by
Larrañeta et al. (2019) and test it on 5 locations with different climates. To this purpose, we generate 100
annual sets of coupled 1-min DNI and GHI solar data for each location using SolarGIS satellite derived
data. SolarGIS professional data sets provide 20 to 25 annual sets of 15-min of coupled DNI and GHI and
other relevant meteorological variables. This tool allows to obtain 100 PSYs (representing the percentiles
1 to 100 of annual DNI or GHI values) that maintain the characteristics of the original highfrequency
series but provides a wide range of solar radiation scenarios suitable for the probabilistic description of
the performance evaluation of solar systems. This method allows a better characterization of the solar
resource variability, facilitating the �nancial risk analysis by reducing the uncertainty of the energy yield
estimations.

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents a description of the method used for the synthetic
generation of the PSYs. Section 3 presents the data used for the evaluation of the method. Section 4
presents the results, evaluation, and discussion in annual, monthly, daily, and 1-min resolutions. Finally,
conclusions are drawn in Section 5.
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2 Methodology
In the methodology section we describe the method used to generate multiple synthetic annual solar
radiation time series at different locations. This method requires a minimum of 10 annual sets of coupled
DNI and GHI in hourly-resolution values as input and provides 100 annual Plausible Solar Years (PSYs) of
1-min coupled DNI and GHI dataset whose annual cumulative values correspond to the annual
Probability of Exceedance from 1 to 100. Input data can be obtained from observations, satellite
estimates or irradiance reanalysis databases. The size of the sample of the observations should be
su�cient to statistically characterize the annual and monthly distribution of the GHI and DNI. For this
reason, it’s advisable a minimum period of 10 years, either consecutive or non-consecutive, of observed
data sets. The methodology applied for the synthetic generation consists of three steps (Larrañeta et al.,
2019).

In the �rst step, we obtain 100 annual series at monthly scale. We use the probability integral transform
method over the observed integrated monthly values, to generate the monthly synthetic solar data.. We
constrain the synthetic generation to maintain the relation between GHI and DNI in a given location (for
more details see Larrañeta et al., 2019).

The method is applied 10000 times for each month of the year. The monthly values can be concatenated
to obtain 10000 annual cumulative sets of synthetic data in a monthly basis.

The observed GHI and the DNI hourly data are also integrated into annual cumulative sums and then
�tted to a Normal distribution in order to estimate the theoretical probabilities of exceedance. In this step,
we make a modi�cation to the original algorithm that assumed that the annual GHI follows a Normal
distribution but the annual DNI follows a Weibull distribution. In this case, we assume that the annual GHI
and DNI follows a Normal distribution.

At the end of step 1, we seek and select the 100 closest sets (from P1 to P100) within the 10000
synthetically generated to those estimated �tting a normal distribution to the observed sets. In Fig. 1 we
show the results of the �rst step calculations for the location of Seville. On the left we present the annual
values of DNI versus their corresponding values of GHI of the observed data in a scatter plot, the 10000
synthetic data and the Normal distribution values. On the right we present the Normal distribution values
and the 100 selected synthetic values closest to them

In the second step, we downscale the synthetic solar irradiance sets from monthly to daily time
resolution. Based on (Grantham et al., 2018), the daily model consists of three components: a seasonal,
an autoregressive (AR) and a random component. To determine if the set has an ARMA structure, we �rst
perform a standardization of each annual set in the daily resolution. To that end, we estimate the
seasonal component from the Fourier model, this component just depends on the day of the year, and
then we divide by the standard deviation of the annual set. We analyze the correlations of this set and we
observe that it can be represented by a �rst-order autoregressive progress (AR(1))
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We then construct the AR (1) model for the standardized series. For the same locations shown in Fig. 1
the AR(1) coe�cients are 0.34 and 0.42 in average for GHI and respectively. The random component or
white noise is the difference between the standardized series and the AR(1) model.

We then generate synthetic daily values from the AR(1) model. The synthetic generation procedure for the
daily coupled GHI + DNI data follows four main steps:

1. We �rst calculate the random component. We apply a bootstrapping technique to the white noise
series. This technique uses random numbers assumed to be probabilities and calculate the estimated
value of that probability from the daily white noise CDFs of each month. We maintain the relation
between the GHI and the DNI by using the same random number for each couple of daily solar radiation
values.

2. Then we calculate the autoregressive component. The AR component depends on the previous solar
radiation value. We calculate this component by multiplying the previous value of a given day by the
estimated AR(1) coe�cient for a given location.

3. In the last step, we take into to account the seasonality to the synthetic set. We add both random and
autoregressive components for each day and then undo the standardization. To that end, we multiply
each day by its corresponding standard deviation value and �nally add the contribution from the Fourier
model.

Finally, for each synthetic day, we search the observed day with the closest value in terms of energy (kt
and kb) and select their corresponding values of variability and distribution. The observed datasets have
been also labeled with two more daily indexes. The variability index (VI) that provides information about
the intra-daily variability of the solar radiation and the morning fraction index (Fm), that provides
information about the intra-daily distribution of the solar radiation (Moreno-Tejera et al., 2017 ). We run
this procedure for the generation of 1000 annual sets of daily values. We aggregate the daily synthetic
sets into monthly cumulates to select those months that more closely match the ones obtained in step 1.

In the last step, we use the synthetic daily quartets of kb, kt, VI and Fm obtained in step 2 to generate the
1-min synthetic data sets. In this step, we use the ND model tool (Larrañeta et al., 2019) for the synthetic
generation of 1-min coupled GHI and DNI data. The ND model uses non-dimensional databases from a
location with similar climate to the input data; therefore, it can be used in at location without local
adaptation (M. Larrañeta et al., 2018). The non-dimensional database daily pro�les are labeled with the
indexes kt, kb, VI and Fm that provide information about energy, variability and distribution following
Moreno-Tejera., 2017.). We generate synthetic daily quartets of kb, kt, VI and Fm in step 2 that are used to
seek and �nd the most similar day among the dimensionless database. The selected dimensionless
pro�les are “opened” into real values by multiplying the 1-min kt and kb values to the extraterrestrial
irradiance and the clear sky DNI of each corresponding day.
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In Table 1 we present information of the locations of the dimensionless databases implemented in the
algorithm. We have selected seven locations with different climates. The dimensionless databases are
composed by 1-min observed GHI and DNI data obtained from the Australian Bureau of Meteorology
website (Bureau of Meteorology, 2015) for six different locations in Australia. The 1-min observed GHI
and DNI datasets for the location of Seville, Spain, are obtained from GTER meteorological database (S.
Moreno-Tejera et al., 2016)..

Table 1
Dimensionless databases available sites and their Köppen-Geiger classi�cation climate.

Location (ID) Country Latitude
(ºN)

Longitude
(ºE)

Altitude
(m)

Köppen-Geiger classi�cation
climate

Sevilla Spain 37.22 5.58 16 Csa

Darwin Australia -12.27 130.53 17 Aw

Broome Australia -17.57 122.14 12 Bsh

Alice Springs Australia -23.41 133.53 583 Bwh

Rockhampton Australia -23.37 150.51 20 Cfa

Melbourne Australia -37.48 144.57 25 Cfb

Adelaide Australia -34.55 138.35 59 Csb

3 Results And Discussion
In this section, we evaluate the performance of the algorithm in �ve locations with different climates. The
results are evaluated in each step of the algorithm: annual, monthly, daily and 1-min resolution. We
compare observed data to synthetic PSYs and to the representative solar year (RSY) for each location.
RSY is a simpli�cation of TMY that uses only solar radiation data for the calculation of the most
representative long term annual set. RSYs have been calculated following AENOR methodology (UNE
206011:2014., 2014)

3.1 Input databases
We use extensive databases of satellite-derived data for �ve locations as input of the multiyear algorithm
for the results evaluation. The locations have been selected with the aim of covering most of the
signi�cate climates for solar harnessing systems. We have used Solargis climData professional time
series that consist on 15-min time series of coupled solar and meteorological data for a period of 20–25
consecutive years. Solargis calculate solar resource data by a suit of solar models receiving as input data
derived from geostationary meteorological satellites and global meteorological models. All Solargis
parameters are validated by quality-controlled ground measurements acquired by high-accuracy
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meteorological equipment worldwide. In Table 2 we present the main geographical and climatological
information of the selected sites.

Table 2
Characterization of selected sites, period of years available and their Köppen-Geiger classi�cation

climate.
Location (ID) Country Latitude

(ºN)
Longitude
(ºE)

Altitude
(m)

Years Köppen classi�cation
climate

Brasilia (BRB) Brazil -15.60 -47.71 1023 1999–
2020

Aw

Boulder (BOU) United
States

40.13 -105.24 1689 1999–
2020

Bsk

Tamanrasset
(TAM)

Algeria 22.79 5.53 1385 1994–
2020

Bwh

Goodwin Creek
(GCR)

United
States

34.25 -89.87 98 1999–
2020

Cfa

Toravere (TOR) Estonia 58.26 26.46 70 1994–
2020

Dfb

3.2 Annual evaluation
In this section, we evaluate the performance of the algorithm in the annual resolution. We compare the
100 synthetic annual values to the 20–25 observed annual values for GHI (left) and DNI (right) in a
boxplot. We have included the RSY annual cumulative value as a green dot.

In Fig. 2 we observe that annual cumulative values of the RSY are very close to the median in the
observed and synthetic datasets for both DNI and GHI at all locations, except in the case of the GHI
component of Tamanrasset. In general, the synthetic values cover a wider range of scenarios than the
observed values, meaning that the PSYs cover extreme scenarios that have not been observed preserving
the natural variability of the resource in each selected location.

Figure 3 shows the annual GHI values versus the annual DNI values of the observed, PSYs and RSYs sets
in a scatter plot at all the selected locations.

In Fig. 3 we observe that the synthetic values are overlapped to the observed ones with a lower dispersion
and covering a wider range of scenarios. For Boulder, Toravere and Brasilia, the algorithm generates
extreme annual sets not yet observed among bad case, average and good case annual sets. In
Tamanrasset and Goodwin Creek we observe an annual set extremely high that we assume that could be
an anomaly derived from the satellite model since we have observed, in these years, an atypical sequence
of clear sky consecutive days. The RSYs are located in the middle of the point cloud for all the locations,
representing a long-term representative annual set.

3.3 Monthly evaluation
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In this section, we compare the monthly values of the synthetic, observed and RSY sets. We calculate the
clearness index (kt) and the direct fraction index (kb) in a monthly basis in order to exclude seasonality in
the evaluation of GHI vs DNI. In Fig. 4, we represent both datasets in a scatter plot for the observed (red),
synthetic (blue) and RSY (green).

We observe that we can reproduce the relation between the GHI and the DNI for all the locations under
evaluation because the synthetic data point cloud is overlapped to the observed data point cloud. We
maintain the relation between kt and kb either in locations with great dispersion like Goodwin Creek or in
locations with low dispersion like Brasilia. There is an exception in Toravere where we �nd an extremely
disperse observed data point cloud that the algorithm is unable to reproduce. At Toravere we can �nd
points where the kt is close to 0.4 and kb is greater than 0.6.

It is remarkable how the algorithm reproduces signi�cantly clear and signi�cantly cloudy months. For
example, in Boulder we �nd an observed point detached from the main point cloud that presents a pair of
kt and kb values of 0.4 and 0.25 respectively and we �nd a close value in the synthetic sets. The same
performance is observed in Tamanrasset where we �nd a pair of kt and kb of 0.82 and 1.05 respectively
that, despite seeming an irregularity, the algorithm is capable to reproduce.

The RSY cloud points are located, as expected, inside the range of the observed sets.

3.4 Daily evaluation
In the daily resolution, we evaluate the distributions of the observed and synthetic sets and the relation
between the GHI and the DNI. In all the �gures, we maintain the color code where synthetic PMYs are
represented in blue, observed sets in red, and TMY in green. In Fig. 5, we present the CDFs of the daily
cumulative GHI (left) and DNI (right) for the �ve locations under study.

The shape of the CDFs denotes signi�cant variations depending on the location. The PMY CDFs
reproduce the different shapes of the observed CDFs for all the locations and for both GHI and DNI.
Synthetic CDFs cover a greater range of scenarios than the observed sets, although, as an exception, in
Tamanrasset and Goodwin Creek we can observe an anomalous year separated from the rest. These
CDFs correspond to the extreme annual values found in Fig. 3. The RSY presents an average CDF with
respect to the CDFs of the observed data sets, since it is located in the middle of the observed CDFs.

In Fig. 6, we present the daily clearness index versus de daily direct fraction index of the observed and
synthetic sets in a scatter plot for all the locations under evaluation.

We observe a similar shape of the synthetic data (PSYs) point cloud to the observed data point cloud.
However, the observed point cloud shows greater dispersion especially in Toravere and Boulder. It is worth
highlighting that Toravere shows a particular dispersion in the monthly (Fig. 4) and annual (Fig. 3)
resolution evaluation.
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We also observe greater kt-kb pairs in the observed sets. These differences shall be associated to
differences between the satellite derived and synthetic �t of the DNI Clear sky model. Clear sky
characterization of satellite-derived data is one of the most signi�cant source of errors of satellite-derived
data (Polo et al., 2016).

RSYs point cloud stays in the middle of the point cloud of the observed sets reproducing an average
performance.

3.5 One-minute evaluation
In this section, we evaluate the performance of the algorithm in 1-minute resolution. For this purpose, we
use the clearness index (kt) and the direct fraction index (kb) to compare the distributions of the observed
and synthetic series in the selected locations.

In Fig.7 we show the probability density distribution of 1-minute kt distribution (left) and 1-minute kb
distribution (right) of the observed and synthetic sets at all the selected location

In this �gure, we can observe some degree of bimodality in the 1-minute kt distributions, this is due to the
presence of cloudy (peak at low kt) and cloud-less (peak at high kt) conditions (Tovar et al., 1998). In this
case, we can see that the synthetic 1-minute kt values reproduce the distribution and trend of the
observed series and maintain the bimodal character of the curve at all locations. The peaks
corresponding to high kt are centered in similar positions except in the case of Tamanrasset. In the case
of Boulder, Tamanrasset and Goodwin Creek, the synthetic series present a greater probability for the
peak at high kt than the observed data. Although, in the case of Tamanrasset and Boulder, the area
associated to high kt values is very similar. In the case of Goodwin Creek the difference of area at high kt
values is balanced with a higher frequency of partially cloudy days. In general, the kt distributions
maintain dispersion and amplitude between observed and synthetic sets. In the case of 1-minute
observed and synthetic kb distributions, the shape of the probability density pro�le is maintained for low
kb values. However, for high kb values we �nd greater differences, especially remarkable for Tamanrasset
location. Although, as in the case of kt distributions, these differences seem to be balanced, this is, they
present similar areas for kb values higher than 0.7.

4 Conclusions
In this work, we test and improve an algorithm for the synthetic generation of plausible solar years. The
algorithm uses an extended database (10–20 years) of coupled GHI + DNI at hourly resolution as input
and provides 100 synthetic coupled GHI + DNI 1-min datasets as output. The algorithm has been tested in
�ve locations with different Koppen-Geiger climates without any local adaptation using satellite-derived
data.

Synthetic data has been evaluated in different time resolutions in comparison to the observed sets. In
annual resolution the PSYs describes potentially extreme scenarios maintaining the natural variability of
the resource in all the locations. In the case of Tamanraset and Goodwin Creek, an extremely high solar
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radiation dataset has been observed, but this anomaly seems not affect signi�cantly to the obtained
results. In the monthly resolution, it is remarkable how the algorithm reproduces signi�cantly clear and
signi�cantly cloudy months, maintaining the kt-kb relation in locations with high and low dispersion. In
the daily resolution, the selected locations describe several solar radiation scenarios that the algorithm is
capable to reproduce and enlarge, providing a wider range of scenarios. Finally, the synthetic 1-minute kt
and kb frequency distributions reproduce the trend of the observed series maintaining the dispersion and
amplitude of the distribution pro�les at all the evaluated locations

Once the performance of the method has been assessed, we can conclude that the synthetic PSYs
obtained with this methodology reproduce the behavior of the observed datasets maintaining the relation
between GHI and DNI and allowing to obtain extreme scenarios that have not been yet observed. Results
show that this approach can complement the common approach of the TMY bringing the opportunity to
perform a stochastic assessment of solar harnessing systems.

Future works will focus on the generation of Plausible Meteorological Years instead of Plausible Solar
Years, considering other relevant meteorological variables like wind speed, temperature and relative
humidity in addition to solar radiation data. In addition, the inclusion of new climates on the database
used for the 1-min synthetic generation could improve the obtained results.

The approach considers the hypothesis that future trends can be characterized by past trends but the
impact of climate change on long term tendencies either in solar radiation and meteorological variables
shall be implemented.
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Figures

Figure 1

Result of the �rst step for location of Seville. In left �gure, blue dots correspond to the synthetically
generated 10000 values, red dots corresponds to the observed annual values and yellow dots correspond
to the percentiles from 1 to 99 of the normal distribution �tted to the observed values. On the right, yellow
dots represent the same percentiles of the normal distribution and blue dots represent the 100 synthetic
GHI and DNI annual values closest to the percentiles of the normal distribution.

Figure 2

Boxplot of the observed and synthetic annual values for GHI (left) and DNI (right). The RSY is presented
in a green dot.
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Figure 3

Scatter plot of the annual GHI versus the annual DNI. Observed sets are presented in red dots, synthetics
PSYs in blue and RSY in green.
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Figure 4

Scatter plot of the monthly clearness index versus the direct fraction index. Observed sets are presented
in red dots, synthetics PSYs in blue and RSY in green.

Figure 5

CDFs of the daily cumulative GHI (left) and DNI (right). Observed sets are presented in red, synthetic PSYs
blue and RSY in green.
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Figure 6

Scatter plot of the daily clearness index versus the direct fraction index. Observed sets are presented in
red dots, synthetic PSYs in blue overlapped dots and RSY in green dots.
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Figure 7

Probability density distribution of 1-minute kt and kb values. Observed sets are represented in red and
synthetic PSYs in blue.


